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A monthly publication by the Capital Region Interfaith Housing Initiative (CRIHI) 

Dear Friends,

We are excited to share some more updates on the work the Interfaith community 

is doing together. In this issue you will find updates on the plan to end homelessness, the 

new End Poverty Action Guide, which features various social justice faith stories as well 

as different ways your community can get involved. We share one of our own personal 

stories on how to get to know your neighbours.  In our last issue we featured Grand 

Manor (Excel Society) as an example of Supportive Housing, in this issue we highlight 

Housing First as an example of how Supported Housing works in the housing spectrum. 

While there are many opportunities to volunteer, for the next nine weeks we partner with 

Habitat for Humanity. Please see the updated numbers and how we can reach our goal 

for the end of April. Please don't hesitate to contact either one of us for more information.

Enjoy and let's continue to make a difference together!

Peace and blessings,

Batya and Mike

March 2017
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UPDATING EDMONTON'S 
PLAN TO END HOMELESSNESS

In 2009, the Edmonton Committee to End Homelessness released A 

Place to Call Home: Edmonton’s 10 Year Plan to End Homelessness. The report calls for a transition 

from managing homelessness to ending it, using housing and supports. It has five main goals, which 

are detailed below.

1. Provide permanent housing options for all people living on the street and in public places.

2. Ensure an adequate supply of permanent, affordable housing with appropriate supports for 

people who are homeless.

3. Ensure emergency accommodation is available when needed, but transition people quickly into 

permanent housing.

4. Prevent people from becoming homeless.

5. Establish a governance structure and an implementation process for the Plan.

Recently, City Council unanimously voted for a new plan to house the chronically homeless 

population. This vote came after a report showing that while the City of Edmonton has made progress 

on short-term housing, it has added just 213 of the 1,000 permanent housing units identified as 

needed in a 2009 report. According to Mayor Don Iveson, the shortfall is a result of a lack of funding 

from other levels of government. Iveson argues that improved access to affordable housing will help to 

offset other community costs such as policing, healthcare and social disorder and is a good investment 

into the health of Edmonton’s economy.

      The City of Edmonton and Homeward Trust are holding public consultation sessions, giving the 

public the opportunity to provide information and input into an update of the Plan. The sessions are 

open to the public and have themes related to access to housing and basic needs. I hope that interest 

in these sessions is widespread and that all participants come with an open mind and with a focus on 

the best interests of the homeless population of Edmonton.

      All residents of Edmonton deserve to be treated with dignity and respect, to have access to 

supports they need to excel in their daily lives, to have access to safe, secure and stable housing and 

to feel included and involved in their communities. These public consultations are a step in the right 

direction to ensure that all people of Edmonton have access to these experiences and that their basic 

housing needs are met.

By Heather Curtis: Research Coordinator at the Edmonton Social Planning Council(ESPC)

Visit ESPC at their website: http://edmontonsocialplanning.ca/



CRIHI and End Poverty Edmonton Launch a New 
Interfaith Action Guide

On February 9, 2017, a strong crowd of faith leaders, service providers and city dignitaries 

gathered at All Saints Anglican Cathedral to hear two major updates:

1) From End Poverty Edmonton as they celebrate fresh funding commitments from the 

city, and a solid mandate from the city to move forward with a Community Development 

Corporation, and begin hosting five tables geared to tackling key areas of poverty.

2) From Edmonton Social Planning Council as they released their latest findings: A Profile 

of Poverty in Edmonton Update.

At this event, CRIHI and End Poverty Edmonton were able to together present our 

new End Poverty Action Guide: For Edmonton Religious and Spiritual Communities.

This resource is full of ideas, stories and resources to help faith communities explore how they 

might join together in our collective work of addressing homelessness and extreme poverty here 

in Edmonton. 

Click here to access the guide:  http://wp.me/P20ewB-vc



A Hospitality Story:  If My Kid Can Do It...

It all started with a request for sidewalk chalk.

       My family was walking the few blocks home after church one 

Sunday afternoon, when my four-year-old daughter asked my wife 

to have some sidewalk chalk from her purse.  She then proceeded 

to begin drawing arrows all down the sidewalk. 

       After a while, we asked her about why she was drawing these 

arrows, and she said to us, "so people can find our house!" 

"Oh!" we said.  And what's happening at our house? 

(Parent's note: We were planning a nice quiet afternoon as it was 

our last day with Nana, who was visiting from Ontario) 

"We're having a tea party!" said she.

"Oh really!  And where are we having this tea party?"

"On the sidewalk!"

      So, as happens regularly with parents raising young children, our plans for a chilled 

afternoon with Nana were hijacked by an exciting new idea from the mind and heart of our child.

      And this is what happened.  We brought out a few chairs and a small table and set it up on 

the sidewalk at the foot of our driveway.  We set out the tea.  We knocked on a few doors to 

invite neighbours, and for the next two and a half hours we enjoyed a beautiful afternoon 

chatting with our neighbours.  

      Our Italian neighbours from around the corner brought out some cookies to share.  

The eighty-year-old woman on the corner who had lived in this neighbourhood for over 60 years 

came out and told us stories; including how she raised her six kids in her little 650 square foot 

house.

       People walking their dogs stopped to visit, and we even had one or two homeless 

neighbours stop by for a cookie and some tea.  It was a wonderful and beautiful experience.  

      Today, it is a reminder to me of what is possible with a little heart, imagination and courage.  

Poverty takes many forms and is in every community.  Some of that poverty is relational; taking 

the form of loneliness and isolation.  All of us find ourselves there sometimes.  The answer to 

much of the poverty we experience is found when we experience real community together. 

      How does that community start?  With a little hospitality, and hey, if my kid can do it, so 

can I! 

By: Mike Van Boom, from Edmonton's McCauley Community



The Housing Spectrum: 
One Size Does Not Fit All!

      Housing is a core need for people, and many struggle to afford or retain it.  But not 

everyone needs the same level of help.  So a range of affordable housing responses have been 

developed in order to meet the unique needs and situations of people.  Last month, CRIHI 

featured Grand Manor as example of Supportive Housing.  This month, CRIHI is featuring 

Housing First (see below) as part of our See Inside series; a look into how Supported Housing

can work.
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Within the broad category of Affordable Housing there are four different types:

1. Supportive Housing is rental housing that provides staffed, on-site support services for tenants. 

These supports can include building security or mental health services. Examples of Supportive 

Housing include seniors’ lodges, assisted living and enhanced living facilities. 

2. Supported Housing is rental housing that provides support services which are mobile and 

accessed from off-site, i.e. they are not based within the housing itself. These supports can 

include personal aids, housekeeping and social activities. Examples of Supported Housing 

include seniors’ self-contained apartments and Housing First units.

3. Social Housing is rental housing provided on a rent-geared-to-income basis where households pay 

no more than 30% of their gross income on rental costs. Support services are not provided on-site. 

Examples of Social Housing include community housing projects managed by Capital Region Housing 

Corporation and Metis Urban Housing Corporation.

4. Independent-Living Affordable Housing is rental or ownership housing which has rents or payments 

below average market cost. Support services are not provided on-site. Examples of Independent-

Living Affordable Housing include housing built under the City’s Cornerstones programs and Habitat 

for Humanity housing.

This summary presentation is from the City of Edmonton's website: nonmarkethousing.ca



See Inside: Housing First (Supported Living)

See Inside:  Housing First  (an example of Supported Housing)

We’re all familiar with door-to-door support programs like Meals on Wheels, providing food 

security to people with mobility challenges.  It turns out a similar approach is working for people 

coming off the street into Housing.  Let me introduce you to Housing First!

Housing First is a philosophy.  It is a philosophy that’s part of Edmonton’s and Alberta’s 

respective Plans to End Homelessness.  If you want someone to succeed at being housed, you 

need to give them the tools to remove the barriers they face.  The first step is to provide housing, 

and then you can address life issues which may have led to homelessness in the first place. 

But Housing First is also a program.  It is a network of resources, programs and strategies 

that has taken root here in Edmonton to provide both housing and necessary supports to people 

in crisis.  The basic thrust of the program is this:  Identify a person’s needs.  Provide them with 

appropriate housing.  Then provide support workers to help them keep their housing, settle in, 

and support them in the work of moving forward.  Since 2009, Homeward Trust, which oversees 

the Housing First program here in Edmonton has housed and supported 6,000 people.

How a person is housed depends on their needs.  Most in the Housing First program are placed 

in market rental housing, which could be anywhere in the city.  But as you will see in the chart 

below, not everyone needs the same level of support or care.  So the program works to provide 

appropriate home and care tailored to each individual. 
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What kind of barriers do people generally face?

In addition to experiencing homelessness, people who can be served by a Housing First 

program are facing a combination of barriers: 

1. Mental Health: ie. major depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia

2. Addictions: ie. alcohol, gambling, drugs

3. Broken relationships or loss:  ie. Grieving the loss of a child, spouse, or parent or a broken 

marriage. 

4. Mistakes in their past that have damaged their credit, or rental history, or resulted in a 

criminal conviction.

5. Trauma:  ie. from violence or abusive relationships, from living on the street, as veterans 

of police or military, or intergenerational trauma from residential schools.  Trauma is 

common to almost everyone coming into Housing First.

What does a Housing First team generally do?

      Once a person has been assessed and Housing First is found to be the appropriate 

intervention, they are provided with a Housing First team.  This team helps them find a place, get 

settled, and supports them as they move forward. The team will go with them to look at different 

apartments, and help get everything arranged; be there for moving day; take them to Find 

(Homeward Trust’s initiative that provides people moving out of homelessness through Housing 

First with free furnishings) to get set up with initial furniture, start-up food, cleaning supplies, 

basic tools. 



      Then depending on what a person needs, members of the team will visit regularly.  It could 

be as many as two day a week for the first few months.   

How does Housing First help people move forward?

      From beginning to end, every part of this program is voluntary. It is client-centred with self 

determination of the client, key.  The moment you walk into someone’s living room and tell them 

what to do, you create a wall: usually impenetrable.  But if you ask someone what they need to 

move forward, they are going to know.  The Housing First team works with the person to make a 

plan and connect with appropriate resources.

     The program works to help overcome barriers, but the choices of participants must be 

honoured.  The team must give someone the dignity of failure: to make their own decisions and 

to learn from those decisions. 

What kind of challenges do people face?  

1. Negative messages.  As participants are welcomed into the program, they receive a lot of 

messages from the mainstream: suggesting that they are not deserving of housing 

because they haven’t worked for it, or judging them for their addictions. 

2. It’s a mountain!  When people first move in, things go really well.  Then the hard work 

begins of confronting barriers; many of which are very, very difficult.  There can be a lot of 

stumbling.  “The Housing First worker has to be a guide through the hard work and show 

the payoff at the end.  But what is amazing is how strong some folks are!  The trauma can 

be so heavy, but folks learn so much and connect in a finite amount of time.  It is like 

climbing a mountain, but they do it and it is amazing!” says Renee Iverson

3. Building a new network of support. When someone is moving from a life that’s entrenched 

on the streets into the life of a housed person, there’s a change with the way someone 

views community.  It can be a huge task rebuilding a positive community of support. For 

example, Welcome Home is a program designed to address this challenge by matching a 

team of volunteers with a participant to go for walks, share a meal, go bowling, and to be 

there as a friend.  Click here for more information on how to volunteer 

http:// https://www.cssalberta.ca/Our-Ministries/Volunteer-Mentoring-Support

How does a person apply for Housing First?

      Coordinated Access is centralized intake. People can call or visit Homeward Trust’s 

partnering agencies. There is “no wrong door” approach to what agency they can visit.  Most 

people who experience homelessness in Edmonton will never require a Housing First 

intervention. For those that do, centralized intake will be able to route them to the appropriate 

Housing First teams.

Here is a link to a page on CRIHI's website with some key contact numbers including access to 

Housing First:  http://wp.me/P20ewB-o6

Article by Mike Van Boom, based on an interview with Renee Iverson from Homeward Trust



A Faith Reflection:
Why Scientologists Help

One can look around this world and find numerous examples of 

tragedies, poverty, war and losses. It is easy to become depressed about 

this and feel that all is in despair. We can put our attention on this and 

become hopeless or we can focus on the people that are tackling these 

problems to help; better yet we can join them to create huge effects for 

the betterment of all mankind.  Scientology believes that something can 

be done about it.

      The eight dynamics as survival in Scientology is a fundamental  

principle. The first dynamic is you as an individual, the second is 

creativity and family, the third is groups, the fourth is mankind, the fifth 

is all life forms, the sixth is the physical universe, the seventh is the 

spiritual and the eighth is infinity (however one wants to define God, 

Creator, Supreme Being etc...) In order to achieve harmony and success, 



one must ensure that all of these dynamics are thriving. They are 

intertwined and can not be separated.  This core belief is understood by 

Scientologists that one can not help himself and better his conditions in 

life if he is only focusing on the first dynamic. A poor 4th dynamic 

(mankind) will bring down all the others. We are only as good as all of 

our dynamics. It directly contributes to our personal survival to help our 

fellow man.

       We help because anyone can sit on the sidelines and say what others 

need to do. Life is not a spectator sport. Life is a game and we play it 

hard. We know ways to help and it is our duty and our pleasure to back it 

up with action. One of the basic truths within Scientology is that one is as 

valuable as one is able to help others.

       We don’t all have to have the same faiths to join together and create a 

healthy, thriving and safe world. We just need a common purpose – to 

help. And we can move mountains…



HABITAT VOLUNTEER UPDATE!
Our Faith Communities in Action!

– Building Homes
– Building Hope

with Habitat for Humanity!

In the 6th Annual Interfaith-Habitat Works campaign our goal is to 
raise 

500 volunteers by April 27th.

What have we achieved so far?
Our faith communities from across Edmonton have committed:

87 volunteers
18% of our goal on day 4!

The Challenge: 
It's not too late to get involved! We have until the project ends on April 

27!
How to volunteer?

Contact Kim at (780)451 3416 ext. 232 or kdedeugd@hfh.org



How does Habitat for Humanity work? 

Ongoing Volunteer Opportunities

Welcome Home

One of the biggest reasons people struggle or fail 

as they come out of homelessness into housing is 

loneliness.  Welcome Home assembles and 

trains a small team of volunteers to walk 

with someone as a friend.  This is a one-year commitment to go for coffee, go 

bowling, take long walks, to encourage and pray for a fellow human being on a 

tough stretch of the road.   To find out more information about volunteering 

contact the Welcome Home Coordinator at 780-378-2544.

https://www.cssalberta.ca/Our-Ministries/Volunteer-Mentoring-Support

Get Firsthand Experience

CRIHI's website has a strong list of opportunities where volunteers can learn by 

serving.  Here's the link: http://wp.me/P20ewB-5R



Get involved in your Local Community

Visit or Join your Community League - engage in your neighbourhood's efforts 

to build community, engage with the leadership, and learn about some of the 

justice issues taking place in your neighbourhood.  http://www.efcl.org

Explore the social dynamics in your neighbourhood

Unsure what the needs are in your community?  MAPS Alberta is a great 

resource to see how your neighbourhood stacks up on a range of social 

demographics.  Explore their Social Atlas and numerous other useful 

resources at: www.mapsab.ca

Join our Learning Community!

The Interfaith Housing Initiative was formed in 
response to a City of Edmonton and Province of 
Alberta commitment: the Ten-year-plan to End 

Homelessness.  Faith leaders from across the city came 
together to say, “Addressing homelessness is important 

to our communities too!  How can we help?”

Get Involved! Join the conversation!

Sign up for our email newsletter and learn with us.  
This is a monthly publication where we will be provide 
good information, generate ideas that work, tell each 

other’s stories, and share how communities and 
organizations around Edmonton are responding to the 

needs of Edmonton’s most vulnerable.

Share your stories with us!

A good story reminds us of what is possible.  The work 
of providing help, support and home to a neighbor is 

nothing new, and people of faith tell many stories that 
inspire.  Stories from today, or stories from a thousand 
years ago; we want to hear them!  Share the stories of 

compassion, hospitality that inspire you and your 
community so that their sharing can inspire others 

around Edmonton. 

Submit stories and insights to 
mike@interfaithhousing.ca 

To learn more 
about what we 
do and join us in 
the work

Contact Us:

Rabbanit Batya 
Friedman 
Coordinator

Batya@interfaithhousing.ca

(780) 938-5558

Pastor Mike Van Boom
Housing Ambassador

Mike@interfaithhousing.ca

(780) 554-2703
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